reader for the work's discontinuous style and begins to construct a strong authorial identity predicated on curiosity and free opinion. 8 This discontinuity may itself be an echo of alchemical literature, in which, as Frank Greiner shows, order is deliberately confused, and words have unusual meanings, for the purpose of misleading the uninitiated. 9 Verville describes his Palais through an analogy with painting, in which he contrasts the work of Apelles, "ce magnifique et excellent ouvrier," and "un pauvre ratraceur qui se presumoit peintre" (Le Palais, 2-3).
10 In Verville's account, Apelles produced trompel'oeil paintings that made natural objects seem like poor imitations: "on estimoit presque que les veritez naturelles, n'estoient que les pourtraicts de ce qu'il avoit elabouré" (2-3). In contrast, Verville adopts the role of the "pauvre ratraceur": Like the "crotesques" that Montaigne is content to daub around the accomplished central "tableau" of La Boétie's writings, Verville's chapters are the equivalent of the labored, disturbing depictions of the second-rate painter.
11 Both produce unrecognizable objects that are difficult to decipher: Verville's text is "ce chaos," "ce ramas confus" (4) (5) . This discontinuous and "chaotic" subject matter means that Verville, like the bad artist, must label his work in order to avoid confusion or unease: "à ce que ce ramas confus ne vous trouble, et donne peine par sa rencontre" (5). These labels, or chapter headings, might render the order of Le Palais less troubling, but they also risk masking the pleasurable diversity that Verville is equally at pains to emphasize. Far from being unequivocal, these titles are, as Neil Kenny has described them, an "entrance to a labyrinth in which readers have little idea where they will end up." 12 In drawing attention to a potential univocal and comfortable reading, Verville throws the art involved in writing and reading into relief, suggesting a more positive side of the untalented artist's labored technique (rather as Montaigne ultimately points out the value of the crostesque). If Apelles's works confuse the distinctions between representation and reality so that natural objects look like poor art and his paintings seem natural, his skill effaces and neutralizes his own subjective position within his paintings, a position that is repeatedly valorized in Le Palais.
From this preliminary "Advis," the "je" is an important focus in Le Palais-a fallible and ostensibly modest presence, perhaps, but one that is nevertheless shown clearly to be the producer of the text: "Je vous dy que c'est un recueuil de ce que j'ay pensé de plus beau selon le jugement de mes yeux, et de plus doux à la discretion de mon oreille, ce donc je vous avise" (4) (5) . Verville insists on his first-person presence in the text, gesturing towards the reader it is true with frequent direct address ("je vous dy," "je vous avise"), but ultimately relying on the authority and coherence of the first person pronoun to convince and to seduce. Verville's personal voice is never far from the discussions in Le Palais. His "je" is active, offering opinions, autobiographical anecdote, digressing, always making his presence felt: "J'en mettray en avant selon que ma fantasie me le dictera" (114); "je dirois ce que j'en penserois assez librement" (162); "je me donneray carriere de dire ce que je remarque en tous sujets" (293-94); "j'aime mieux estre comme je suis, et suivre mon grand chemin" (366-67). In these ways, Verville repeatedly emphasizes the subjective ordering of the topics of knowledge in Le Palais, for which he seems to expect some criticism, but remains nevertheless unrepentant.
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Disguise and doubling
The "je" that appears so insistently in Le Palais is not straightforward or even self-identical, however. On the contrary, Verville explicitly flags up various points in the text where he expresses a deliberately provocative argument, disguising his persona-or indeed drawing attention to its artificial nature-the better to provoke discussion or to generate argument, like the "esprit de contradiction" who appears as a provocative presence throughout Verville's prose miscellanies.
14 For example, after a passionate discussion of intellectual property and the conventional practice of quotation Verville suddenly adopts a more nonchalant stance: "aussi je ne m'en romps gueres la teste, ce m'est tout un, je me suis degoisé pour flestrir l'honneur des audacieux" (410). Here a disguised authorial ethos is adopted for punitive purposes, in order to identify and to correct certain abuses of the humanist practice of quotation, already under strain and discussion in 1612. 15 However, it is a temporary and pragmatic adoption. Verville claims the right to retreat back into equanimity, the "honneste complaisance" that is an ostensible guiding principle throughout Le Palais: "En conscience je ne sçay si je suis trop critique" (410). 16 Elsewhere, the disguised persona acts in more self-reflexive ways. It is not simply a device to correct writers or scholars with whom Verville does not agree: he is also keen to employ it against himself, to use it to test or try out his own hypotheses. In a chapter on the dangers of calumny, he describes how easily idle talk might slip into slander without any malicious intention on the part of the speaker. To make the thought experiment more vivid, he deliberately adopts the role of that idle speaker: "Et pour m'eguillonner moy-mesme, je faindré que c'est moy" (205). Verville exploits the role that he has taken on in order to encourage himself to greater achievement, as a spur to further exploration and endeavor. Like the poet-Proteus of the Italian tradition, the "je" in the Palais is a shape-shifter, able to incorporate multiple personae which, as Frank Greiner argues in a different context, seem in dialogue with one another. 17 This procedure appears a conscious form of the unconscious doubling that, for Verville, happens in dreams. In the chapter "Des songes," Verville describes "cét autre que nous devenons," the dream-self who listens, travels and lives in the compressed time of dreaming. semblable qui ne peut estre exprimé" (34) . In this theory of dreaming knowledge and waking knowledge, some parts of the self are partitioned off from the conscious self, only accessible in dreams; although the ineffable nature of the precise make-up of the soul remains undisturbed. In this, Verville echoes the pre-Cartesian philosophers that Ian Maclean has described, who, in dividing the mind into an active and a passive intellect, allowed the possibility that some mental regions were not always accessible to conscious thought. 20 Verville goes further, and describes the dream experience as radically other: "J'ay songé autresfois que j'estois un autre, et je me voyois en lieu où je considerois ce qu'il m'estoit advis que j'avois esté" (34) (35) . In this particularly dense phrase, the self seems to undergo a double doubling, being able to consider himself considering what he had done, or been, before.
This fundamentally self-reflexive doubling appears emblematic of the more deliberate strategy undertaken in Le Palais, in which Verville describes or exhibits himself as "other" in order to provoke debate. He represents his own authorial disguises and performances, in other words, like any other topic encountered in Le Palais: as an object to be considered, and learned from. In this, and in his emphasis on free opinion, his text resembles the slightly later "libertine" novels by the group of "free thinkers" who collected around Pierre Gassendi (Théophile de Viau, Tristan L'Hermite, Cyrano de Bergerac, Charles D'Assoucy). The libertins created, in Joan DeJean's account, an innovative style of autobiographical fiction, in which the "division of 'I' into subject and object is a matter of central concern." 21 In these novels, the play between the name of the author and the pseudonymous character or narrator creates a series of masks which hide the authority and origin of the author, protecting him from possible accusation. Verville's own life was qualified by his seventeenth-century biographer Guillaume Colletet as "libertine" but, despite its emphasis on free opinion and free dispute that the Jesuit François Garasse would condemn in his work against Théophile de Viau, Le Palais escaped censure on those grounds, as far as is known (Colletet does not condemn it in any way): perhaps because it was published within the period 1600-1620 in which Louise Godard de Donville argues the term libertin all but disappeared from religious polemic. 22 Equally, Verville's emphasis on free opinion reflects earlier poetic and theo-logical debates on free will, freedom of conscience and personal interpretation of sacred texts. François Rigolot has shown how Clément Marot claimed a poetic liberty in his defensive poetry: the right to "tout lire," but also to "élire"-to decide what to accept and what to reject from this comprehensive reading.
23 Verville inherits this demand for intellectual liberty and, in Le Palais, examines its ethical implications.
Obscure objects of desire
If the deliberate display or exhibition of the authorial persona renders the "je" another object for readers of Le Palais, this objectified subject has a wider significance within the ethical framework of Verville's project. In the chapter on calumny, he argues that selfknowledge (the "Cognoy-toy" of the Delphic oracle) necessarily entails the recognition that, for others, we exist as objects of their perception and understanding: "on est l'objet des autres, comme nous sommes leur objet" (210). A concept of a personal self-reflexive subject as distinct from the perceived object emerges, then, as the implicit partner of that object we become in others' perception. This recognition is an important limit to Verville's thinking about the acquisition of knowledge and how it affects others. 24 The process of this recognition-that "on est l'objet des autres"-is moreover evident in the methodology of multiple personae that Verville adopts in writing Le Palais.
In another chapter, "De se rapporter aux Experts," Verville plays provocatively with the notion that his authorial "je" becomes an object for any reader who chances across his text. The chapter begins with a statement of self-exhibition: "Souvent je me mets sur les rangs et dis de moy-mesme plusieurs choses advantageuses comme en ce qui suit" (268). "Mettre sur les rangs" was translated by Cotgrave in his 1611 dictionary as "to make mention, have speech of; to remember, bring upon the Stage." 25 In Le Palais, Verville displays himself like an actor on stage, commemorates himself even, committing himself to the reader's memory. A second meaning, according to Cotgrave, was synonymous with "tenir sur les rangs": "to deride, ride, mocke, gibe, scoffe, or jeast at," making Verville's self-exhibition perhaps more of a risky procedure than it first appears, despite being an exercise in self-praise in which he recounts "choses advantageuses." Again, a di-dactic purpose is asserted for this practice: "Je ne le fay pas par gloire, je ne le dis pas à bon essient car je serois insolent, mais je le dy de moy comme d'un tiers pour former un esprit" (268). Referring to himself as a third party, as an "object" of his own argument, and thus of his readers' understanding, Verville echoes the ethical imperative of the chapter on calumny.
The desired outcome of this strategy becomes clearer as the chapter continues.
Donques tout ainsi que la closporte se sentant toucher se ferme, et ayant caché ses pieds dedans soy s'arrondit, si que la voir est regarder un petit globe vivant: Je vous diray que de mesme quand je sens quelqu'un qui n'ayant veu, vient à me presser pour non content de me voir, desirer aussi me considerer jusques à l'interieur. Je tends à deux fins me presentant rond de toutes parts, sans aucune difficulté, et en cette habitude pour contenter chacun je roule comme on veut . . . Like the woodlouse, which rolls up into a ball when it feels threatened, Verville protects himself when he feels intimidated by a particularly aggressive encounter. He describes himself explicitly as an object of desire in the perception of these aggressive interlocutors: "non content de me voir, desirer aussi me considerer jusques à l'interieur." The response to this desiring, curious and invasive gaze is to curl up like the woodlouse does "me presentant rond de toutes parts," displaying the surface only, the outer edges, concealing and protecting the desired interior. Verville's duplicitous "rond" appearance thus acts as a mask or a decoy for the unsuspecting interlocutor, a parody perhaps of "honneste complaisance" ("je roule comme on veut"). But equally, this smooth mask offers a mystery, some allure for the more discerning reader. A hasty reader might be content with the apparent and pleasant plenitude of Verville's well-rounded exterior; certain readers, however, might look beyond appearances. These readers who "sçavent recognoistre la capacité de la sphere" (269; an alchemical symbol of perfection as well as an image of the encyclopedia) perhaps fall into the two categories on the title page of Le Palais: the "Doctes" (professional scholars) and "ceux qui desirent sçavoir." Here, then, is an invitation to read through the given text to a hidden meaning that would be available only to initiates, those capable of the "right" reading.
Steganography and the role of the reader
Verville describes this coded writing in the preface to Le Voyage des princes fortunez as "steganographie," a term he uses after the German alchemist Johannes Trithemius. 26 While steganography, or hidden writing, seems to have referred to a system of codes or ciphers for Trithemius and his followers, in the Voyage Verville associates it with the visual technique of anamorphosis in which a secret picture is concealed beneath a more obvious one. Steganography, for Verville, entails a process in which "on discourt amplement de sujets plausibles, lesquels envelopent quelques autres excellences qui ne sont cognues que lors qu'on lit par le secret endroit qui se descouvre les magnificences occultes à l'apparence commune."
27 Both artistic and literary techniques involve a certain surrender of autonomy on the part of the viewer or the reader: the deeper mysteries will only be revealed "quand on regarde par un certain endroit que le maistre a designé" (a iiii v). As Terence Cave has argued, this renders steganography a technique subject to considerable authorial control, a discourse of mastery in which hidden secrets are only revealed in the right, carefully controlled circumstances. 28 In Le Palais, only the proper desiring, nonaggressive attitude will reveal the "key" to a deeper understanding of Verville's text. Moreover, as in the alchemical literature that Verville's text often resembles, this appears a deliberately provocative strategy that seeks to exclude unworthy readers. 29 In other works, Verville seems to advocate much less ambiguously the method of hidden meanings and allegorical readings. His 1600 translation of Francesco Colonna's Hypnerotomachia Poliphili includes a preface in which he decodes the symbols on the title page and indicates that the whole text should be read as an allegory for the alchemical Great Work. 30 Both this and the 1610 Voyage are thus fictional allegories, in which an invitation to read "steganographically" can perhaps be taken at face value. In Le Palais, Verville appears engaged in a complex and teasing game of promising a hidden sense and then withdrawing that promise, in ways similar to those André Tournon uncovered in his study of Le Moyen de parvenir. In the context of Le Palais as a fragmented encyclopedia, the parody could even be explicitly targeted at the promise apparent in some formulations of encyclopedism, where a single group of secrets would provide the key to the whole of learning. 31 In this parodied promise, the authorial per-sona appears as the bait to lure the reader-to "desirer me considerer jusques à l'interieur." From this perspective, the sudden withdrawal of the promise of a hidden sense could also be read as a reminder that a miscellany is not an allegory: there is no one comprehensive hidden meaning-even for the initiates. What is offered and valued is, as Neil Kenny has argued, quest rather than revelation. 32 It is perhaps the removal of the protection offered by the fictional allegory that motivates this parody of the hidden promise: other strategies must be deployed to counter the threat of an aggressive reading encounter. 33 Like Montaigne, he seems to fear being "pris en eschange par ceux à qui il arrive de connoistre mon nom," and indeed, the equation between text and author is one made by Colletet, who condemns Le Moyen de parvenir and Verville's life in very similar terms. 34 If Rabelais counters the dangers of misinterpretation by shifting the responsibility from author to reader in his prologues to Pantagruel and Gargantua, as Frédéric Tinguely has argued, Verville seeks to confuse any straightforward identification of the authorial "je." 35 The text thus oscillates between revealing and concealing what might or might not be a hidden sense, playing out its promises between literality and allegory. 36 While the "je" insists on the good faith of the text-"Quelques fois comme icy je suis en cette egalité, je ne passe point outre le sens literal" (Le Palais, 269)-it is perhaps unwise to take anything on face value from the authorial persona of disguises and masks, who confesses to presenting himself "tout rond"-naively and simply-as a decoy for the insuffisant lecteur. And indeed, Verville presents this smooth and rounded surface, he goes on to claim, "afin que si quelque curieux les sonde, il ne presume y trouver que ce que je veux manifester" (269), recalling the authorial control evident in his description of steganography. This aspect of control suggests that, as Terence Cave has argued, the reader is not invited to partake in an indefinite free "play" of meaning. In a final "Notte" on the text, Verville suggests darkly, "aujourd'huy il y a jeu à jouer, et jeu à gaigner" (583). The possibility of winning and of profiting from the game complicates the ludic relationship between text, author and reader, making it more competitive than would first appear. If, for Roland Barthes in 1968, "la naissance du lecteur doit se payer de la mort de l'auteur," here, at the historical "birth" of the author, the reader is fundamentally implicated in an adversarial sport where readers can become authors' rivals. 37 Despite these denials, an invitation to look beyond the surface nevertheless seems to inhabit Le Palais. In the "Notte," Verville makes an analogy between his book and its place of sale, the colonnades of the Palais Royal in Paris, where his publisher had her shop. 38 "[E]s Palais on avance ce qui peut attraire les yeux et les desirs; le reste qui est tout excellent est és arches interieures, où le precieux est conservé" (578-79). A seductive display is made in order to entice the purchaser, while the precious treasures are concealed, or at least removed, to the back of the shop, the arrière-boutique. 39 In his own Palais, I have argued, Verville makes a similar display of his authorial persona, offering a provocative or seductive mask in order to entice the reader into discussion. Similarly, in his earlier miscellany, Le Cabinet de Minerve, any debate and discussion between the participants is fundamentally sociable, and even flirtatious. 40 The authorial persona in Le Palais is offered as the lure to provoke and continue discussion and to further the pursuit of knowledge, just as in esoteric writing there is bait to encourage further reading and interpretation: Frank Greiner has argued that alchemical texts may even provoke the distrust of their readers in order to encourage investigation and research. 41 At certain points, Verville explicitly invites correction and disagreement with the "je" in the text in order to promote just the vital dispute that he considers necessary for the progress of knowledge.
The authorial inscription-the "je" as it appears on the page-effectively renders that "je" an object, or series of objects, for the reader. Verville manipulates the "je" throughout the text, repeatedly indicating another, secondary level of signification, addressing his readers only "comme si je vous disois" (359, emphasis added). 42 The "je" becomes multiple through these assumed roles, offering a succession of subjective positions that are not necessarily consistent or even mutually reconcilable. 43 As such, the "je" inscribes textually the subjective and provisional ordering of knowledge that emerges as the organizing principle of Le Palais. Ostensibly, these alternative authorial personae are offered in order to further scholarly dispute: "je vous prie que je sois cét autre, et dites vos pensees" (107), Verville pleads with any reader who may be reluctant to engage in this endeavor. However, the artificial and somewhat misleading nature of such a series of masks is made explicit: "tellement qu'une chymere en engloutit une autre" (107). The persona is offered and withdrawn in a complex play of disguise and display that mimics or parodies the promise of a hidden meaning in esoteric writing, strategies that were taken up in the later libertine novel. In this way, the result of the adoption of multiple masks oscillates between an ethical recognition of the subjective position of the other and an imposition of authorial control. Verville's inscription and manipulation of the "je" emphasizes at once its singularity and its artificiality-both of which, as for his near contemporary Montaigne, are put to the service of the literary project.
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